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- Meeting of ISDL Working Group
- Meeting of Ad Hoc Identifiers Interoperability Group
- Meeting of Ad Hoc Identifiers Integrity Group
- Meeting of ISNI Registration Authority

- SC 9 Plenary Session, Wednesday, June 5th
  - 28 Attendees
  - Representing 11 countries
ISO 27730, International Standard Collection Identifier (ISCI)
- Published 16 April 2012

ISO DIS 25964-2 Thesauri and interoperability for vocabularies, Part 2
- Published 04 March 2013
ISO CD/DIS 17316, Information and documentation — International Standard Document Link (ISDL)

Draft Submitted to ISO CS in May – ISO CS and Secretariat found there to be issues with Registration Authority, Scope & Title

Lot of discussion in Paris meeting about these issues

Presentation of RA ideas by CADPA to SC and WG

Name of project/draft was changed from International Standard Document Link (ISDL) to International Standard Link Identifier (ISLI).
ISO NP 3901 International Standard Recording Code (ISRC)

- Group facing problems developing industry consensus on strategy for revising ISRC
- Project was re-approved by SC 9 in August 2010
- Awaiting CD, still not forthcoming
- Project was cancelled by SC 9, pending completion of a draft that can be circulated as NWIP by the ISRC RA

ISO 15707 - International Standard Work Code (ISWC)

- Convener left ISO work and no new convener named
- Requested member bodies submit expert names & suggestions for a new convener
Reaffirmed

- ISO 7220 - Information and documentation - Presentation of catalogues of standards
Withdrawn

- ISO TR 21449, *Content Delivery and Rights Management*
  - Determined to be *out of date* since it was published in 2002
Revision Launched


- At the request of the International ISBN Agency, SC 9 has launched a revision project of this standard.

- Stella Griffiths is appointed as convener, member bodies are requested to appoint experts no later than October 31, 2013
Identifier Integrity

- Increasing awareness and concern about non-authorized agents issuing purported ISO Identifiers. Growing problem, that is causing confusion in the marketplace.

- Was discussed during Registration Authority meeting. Suggested that new standards RAs should consider formal registration of their IP (i.e., trademarks and patents) with the coordination/approval of ISO CS.
Identifier Interoperability

- Review of the work of the Linked Content Coalition (an EU initiative) work

Thank you and Any Question?

- Many thanks to our hosts
  - AFNOR

- And to our many French colleagues who helped organize this very successful and productive meeting